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Abstract: This paper explores potential contributions of narrative ethics to the re-theorization of
the political in water governance, particularly seeking to rectify concerns regarding when water
is excluded from cultural contexts and issues of power and dominance are ignored. Against this
background, this paper argues for a re-theorization of the political in water governance, understood
as the way in which diverse ideas about possible and desirable human-water relationships and just
configurations for their institutionalization are negotiated in society. Theorization is conceived as the
concretization of reality rather than its abstraction. Narrative ethics deals with the narrative structure
of moral action and the significance of narrations for moral action. It occupies a middle ground
and mediates between descriptive ethics that describe moral practices, and prescriptive ethics that
substantiate binding norms. A distinguishing feature is its focus on people’s experiences and their
praxis. Narrative water ethics is thus able to recognize the multitude of real and possible human-water
relationships, to grasp people’s entanglement in their water stories, to examine moral issues in their
cultural contexts, and, finally, to develop locally adapted notions of good water governance.
Keywords: water ethics; narrative ethics; water justice; orientation knowledge; water governance

1. Introduction
This paper explores the ways in which ethical engagement with narratives—i.e., the narrative
structure of human-water relationships and the significance of narratives for understanding these
relationships—can help us to better grasp the genuinely political in water and overcome existing
reductionist forms of water governance.
1.1. Water Governance and the Political
Water governance is an ambivalent concept. In a way, there cannot be no water governance
if governance implies those social mechanisms by which collective decisions about water are
made and institutionally implemented. In this sense, even abstaining from collectively addressing
a problem area (such as water) is already a governance decision [1]. Hence, as an analytical category,
the governance perspective asks whether and how institutions are able to deal with the tasks assigned
to them [2–5]. Academic and political discourses often link this perspective to the search for good
water governance [6–9]. In a historical perspective, the concept of governance has been contrasted
with that of management [6,9,10]. Here, the latter is regarded as the prototype of steering and planning
by state bureaucracies, whose projects, including large infrastructure projects such as dams, canals
or sewage systems, were more often than not implemented top-down, in complete disregard of local
conditions [10]. Governance, by contrast, was introduced as a broadening of perspective with regard to
scales, sectors, the actors involved in political processes, and policy networks [5]. As opposed to water
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management, which aimed for efficiency, water governance represented the search for legitimacy [9,11].
Meanwhile, the governance approach came under criticism because existing forms of water governance
did not lead to the anticipated or promised socially just and ecologically tolerable solutions [10,12–17].
In addition, conceptions of good governance are based on particular notions of the (morally) Good
that often hide behind a technocratic world view and are hardly ever the subject of ethical reflection or
public discussion [6,11,18–20].
In contrast, other concepts have been suggested that stress the social nature of water, such
as the hydrosocial cycle, socio-natures or waterscapes [17,21–31]. They emphasize the manifold
cultural references to and ontological understandings of water and argue for a shift towards the
political in water, a dimension marginalized in current forms of water governance. Consequently,
this dimension needs to be made visible and productive in order to contribute to the development
of just policies and political institutions [20,32–36]. This paper follows the notion of ‘the political’
that Eric Swyngedouw characterizes as the “contested public terrain where different imaginings of
possible socio-ecological orders compete over the symbolic and material institutionalization of these
visions. Indeed, the terrain of struggle over political-ecological futures—a terrain that makes visible
and perceptible the heterogeneous views and desires that cut through the social body—and how to
achieve this is precisely what constitutes the terrain of ‘the political’.” [37]. So, a key claim of this paper
is that the question of the political in water governance is not about a re-politicization of a previously
apolitical field, but rather about consistently confronting the always present political and searching for
the public dispute over which present and future water worlds we want to share [11,17,32,37]. At this
level of abstraction, the paper does not yet have to deal with specific understandings of the political,
e.g., agonism vs. antagonism [38].
1.2. Re-theorizing the Political with Narrative Ethics
The approach to re-theorizing the political in water governance put forward in this paper draws
on ancient Greek understandings of theory. The verb theôrein means ‘to look at,’ ‘to observe,’ ‘to see,’
or ‘to contemplate’ [39–41]. Thus, in contrast to its use in modern science, the noun theôria refers to the
observation, spectatorship, and contemplation of reality—and not its abstraction [40,42]. From early on,
this definition provoked debates about the conceptual relationship between theory and practice
(praxis). In this reading, theory reflects social practice, but is not itself this practice. In re-theorizing the
political in water governance, the paper concerns itself not with abstraction, but with concretization
by linking concepts of water governance with life-worlds. In so doing, it introduces ‘narrative
ethics’, which combines the morally important category of experience with reflected action and
identity formation [43,44]. This paper understands ethics as the academic discipline that reflects
on morals, i.e., the practiced beliefs about what people or groups consider desirable or what they
feel obliged to do. Thus, morals are the subject area of ethics [45–47]. Narrative ethics addresses
hermeneutical questions of moral practices. It draws on many intellectual sources, including Charles
Taylor, Paul Ricœur, Martha Nussbaum, and Judith Butler [43,48]. In this paper, I refer to the version of
narrative ethics developed by Dietmar Mieth [43,44,48] and influenced by him, Hille Haker [46,47,49],
Marcus Düwell [50], Regina Ammicht-Quinn [51,52], and Walter Lesch [53].
Within the academic dispute on what constitutes an appropriate reflection on questions of the good
life and the right actions, narrative ethics positions itself in a specific—mediating—way in-between
prescriptive forms of normative ethics on the one hand and thick descriptions of the cultural and social
sciences on the other [46,53,54]: “Narrative ethics is not descriptive ethics because it is a component of
the value-oriented debate about the good life, and it is not prescriptive ethics either because it does not
itself become a discourse of reasoning, even though it provides the hermeneutic framework conditions
for the normative question of moral reasoning, provided that this is related to historical situations and
transcends the formal discourse of reasoning.” [47].
With a narrative water ethics, this paper provides a conceptual lens to make visible and
contemplate the political in water governance. It adds a crucial dimension to water governance:
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reflecting and settling upon the aims of contextualized and situated governance approaches [2,55].
So, narrative water ethics aims to improve actual water practices, which first of all need to acknowledge
that there are ‘multiple ontologies of water’, as Julian Yates and colleagues point out [28]. In doing so,
narrative water ethics draws on the potential of narratives “in creating an alternative space for
ecological imagination” [56,57]. As such, it is well suited to better observe, concretize and contemplate
certain aspects of the political in water governance, such as context, agency, contestation or values
and norms. By dealing with stories, i.e., the narrative structuring of experiences and actions, narrative
water ethics contributes critically and constructively to re-theorizing the political in water. Its critical
perspective problematizes existing moral systems and storytelling itself, while its constructive
perspective aims to provide orientation for water action and to influence the debate on historically
situated issues about the good life and the right action [46,47,56,58]. So, this paper argues for the
potentials of an analytical perspective and does not present empirical results. It proposes an approach
or method with a view to achieving more reflective water practices, rather than a specific moral
approach to how people should act with regard to their waters [43,59]. Thus, the paper’s other key
claim is that engaging with the narrative structure of human-water relationships enhances debates on
the good life and increases the reflexivity of people’s deliberations on possible and desirable water
futures and policies [46,55].
This paper first addresses aspects of the current critique of water governance and, in this context,
explains why the re-theorization of the political in water is necessary (Section 2). It then presents
narrative ethics, as a promising way to recapture the political aspects of water (Section 3). Finally,
it discusses various facets of what this re-theorization implies for water governance in terms of both
contemplation and concretization (Section 4).
2. Reductionist Water Governance
The desideratum to re-theorize the political in water governance originates from descriptions
of a dual deficit. First, since Rene Descartes, the project of modernity has increasingly produced
governance approaches that build on and reinforce the separation of nature and culture and, in this
context, the exclusion and objectification of water. As a result, water became an issue that needed
to be—and could be—mastered by technoscientific means and was thus removed from its social
and cultural contexts. This led to injustices through the deprivation of rights and the destruction of
the environment [12,16,60–63]. Second, governance approaches tended to focus on issues of action
coordination and to a lesser degree on underlying political problems, related values and norms and
affected actors [3,4,55,64,65]. Ultimately, this led to the de-politicization of water and its handling by
technoscientific and managerial means—even though water is a paradigmatic wicked problem that is
imbricated with social controversy and needs constant political renegotiations of potential solution
paths [15,66,67].
2.1. Excluding Water
Researchers from the critical social sciences and the humanities have consistently drawn attention
to the dialectical relationships of people and societies to their waters [14,21–23,29,42,68–71]. On this
reading, water is appropriated symbolically and culturally in various ways and thus acquires
its meaning through the social and cultural circumstances in which it performs its roles while
simultaneously shaping the identities of the people who interact with it. In this respect, water is
“a product of historically sedimented social actions, institutions, struggles and discourses, which in
turn help shape the social relations though which it is produced and enacted” [12]. Corresponding
research is interested in hydrosocial cycles, i.e., the “socio-natural process[es] by which water and
society make and remake each other over space and time” [22].
Since early modernity, however, reductionist notions of water have prevailed. They tend to reduce
water, in all its rich cultural and social manifestations to a single universal substance, represented
by the molecule H2 O, which circulates in the water cycle and whose graphic representations do not
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typically feature humans or societies. This truncated conceptual perspective on water was described by
Jamie Linton as the main characteristic of ‘modern water’ [21]. European Modernity turned water into
the alien Other, an object that could be conceptually excluded from and mastered by Culture [16,71].
Capitalist appropriation reduced it to a resource that was supposed to float freely in order to maintain
global markets [72–75]. Eventually, the technoscientific ‘hydraulic mission’ turned water into a technical
matter beyond all politics, as Ronaldo Munck explains: “Across the water sector there is an abiding
belief in science, technology, and engineering as drivers of progress. One need only add the right mix
of private and state investment and generate the right attitude among the population for success to be
achieved” [10]. These conceptions of water have repeatedly been criticized and dismissed. For instance,
Hartmut Böhme strongly pleads against the suppression of the religious, philosophical, aesthetic and
phantasmatic dimensions of water. In his view, the mythopoetic history of water has not been overcome
by excluding it from what is privileged as rational knowledge within the water sector. Detaching
water from its cultural embedding ultimately made way for blind and ruthless exploitation, water
waste and environmental destruction [16]. The many current environmental devastations and social
injustices show that the technoscientific use of water by no means produces morally and politically
neutral water.
Social science studies have consistently shown that even though water has been made a contextless
resource, it has not become value-free [21,22,26,28,68,72–74,76]. This focus emerges clearly from the
distinction introduced by Karen Bakker who distinguishes between H2 O and water: “Whereas H2 O
circulates through the hydrological cycle, water as a resource circulates through the hydrosocial
cycle—a complex network of pipes, water law, meters, quality standards, garden hoses, consumers,
leaking taps, as well as rain-fall, evaporation, and runoff” [74]. The normativities associated with water
are built into and effective in these systems. While this comes as no surprise to scholars in the social
sciences and humanities, it has become increasingly obscured in the thinking of many in the water
sector [10,17,76]. Precisely because “every political project embodies a process of socio-environmental
transformation and every socio-environmental project reflects and materializes a particular political
vision,” Eric Swyngedouw reminds us, “water is inherently political, and therefore contentious, and
subject to all manner of tensions, conflicts, and social struggles over its appropriation, transformation,
and distribution, with socio-ecologically unevenly partitioned consequences” [77]. This implies that
the political in water governance must be made visible and reflected in terms of its power and
normative structures.
2.2. The Problem of Water Governance
As an analytical category, governance was distinguished from government [3,12,64,65].
The plausibility of this shift rested on the partial failure of earlier models promoting political steering
by the state. With regard to water governance, Munck refers to the era of developmentalism [7],
which assumed that there was a single path to modernity that all countries would have to follow and
which mainly focused on large infrastructure projects. For many reasons, this model reached the limits
of its capacities, but also failed to meet its normative standards (e.g., marginalization, corruption,
environmental destruction). In contrast, the governance approach provided an alternative model that
promised to do justice to the complexities of political realities and to take further actors and scales into
account when coordinating political action [78,79]. Political rule was no longer just steering, but rather
negotiating in networks and political structures that could also emerge spontaneously according to the
requirements of the problem at hand [10,65].
Consequently, governance approaches focused on action coordination, regulatory structures,
and their impact on actors. Yet, by doing so, they appeared to sideline insights of the sociology of
domination and thus constitutive elements of the political: the contentious definition of political
problems, the normative orientation and political action of the actors involved as well as the explicit
debate on political goals [4,5,55,80,81]. Furthermore, governance approaches remained ambivalent
regarding their normative foundations. For instance, Renate Mayntz points to a ‘common good bias’,
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i.e., the tacit assumption that governance promotes the common good [2,4,55]. Whether or not this is the
case, however, is an empirical question and cannot simply be presumed. In addition, Ellen Immergut
elaborated on the extent to which different governance modes rest on specific normative foundations.
They are based on preconditions that have political consequences and are hence never merely neutral
political instruments [82]. Concepts such as ‘good water governance’ or ‘meta-governance of water’ are
aware of this ethical dilemma by proposing either evaluative criteria or a further steering structure [6,8].
However, in this way they simply shift the burden of justification to values that come from specific
social contexts and would in turn need to be justified ethically, or to a forum that would then
have to be able to resolve political disputes over problem descriptions, values and norms, and the
distribution of power. This problem became particularly visible in good water governance approaches
which, more often than not, left underlying understandings of the morally Good implicit [6,11].
In addition, organizations such as the World Bank or policy programs such as Integrated Water
Resources Management or the Water Energy Food Security Nexus promoted specific Western ideas
of the Good behind a technocratic veil [6,10,11,83]. So, what should be controversial questions about
values, norms and political aims takes the guise of mere questions of management, often combined
with a constructed urgency to act quickly in order to avert various water crises [18,27,62]. This implies
that water governance approaches need a reflective dimension that is able to meet moral challenges
that are part and parcel of the political.
2.3. The Wicked Problem of Water
In the early 1990s, neoliberal water governance emerged fusing the notion of modern water with
the deliberate disregard of issues of power and dominance in particularly extreme ways [12,26,78,79].
While the first reduced water to a contextless resource in the hands of technocrats who supplied it to
capitalist exploitation, the latter left the search for political goals to self-organization processes of which
it could not really say how they could lead to just solutions, but which at least knew no democratically
legitimized actor of political steering that would set moral limits to market forces. Both trends are
symptomatic of a broader de-politicization of public concerns and of the crises of the sciences faced
with these concerns. This is particularly problematic as the search for morally acceptable paths of
shaping water-human relationships deals with ‘wicked problems’ [61,66,67], i.e., complex and unique
situations for which there is neither a simple nor a single (correct) solution. Because of the complexities
and cognitive uncertainties of wicked problems, social solutions cannot be judged by the standards of
true or untrue, but only of better or worse. In this sense, solutions to wicked problems are always of
a political nature because they are intimately related questions of how water-human relationships in
a certain location should and can be shaped at a certain time—according to affected citizens’ notions
of the good life and the right actions in relation to their water. Due to dynamics within hydrosocial
cycles or waterscapes, these relationships will never be finally settled, but must always be socially
renegotiated and ethically justified.
In order to respond to wicked problems, waiting for scientific consensus is neither necessary,
possible (due to complexities and uncertainties), nor desirable (in political terms) [61,67].
The technological side of things is often not the obstacle; sufficient knowledge and experience exists on
how to build water infrastructures [15,84]. However, there are often different legitimate perspectives
on a problem and conflicting ideas about possible futures. According to Alice Benessia and colleagues,
reducing water to a mere technoscientific issue raises serious democratic challenges because the
underlying logic leads to the search for solutions “within the shared and implicit cultural frame
of modernity, according to which waiting for the unequivocal and certain opinion of science is
a fundamental requirement for legitimate and responsible action. This means giving up our agency as
members of civil society and, most importantly, it implies a continuous procrastination, because the
future is, in fact, irreducibly indeterminate and intrinsically complex” [61].
Against this background, it becomes evident why the de-politicization of water has become such
a problem. The ability to grapple with the political in water contexts is a prerequisite for political
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action in the first place [15,37,57,66,85]. These contexts are ambivalent and resistant, which implies
that they are characterized by uncertain facts, diverse worldviews, and controversial values and norms.
Thus, they cannot be reduced to simple formulas, which in turn would serve as the basis for undisputed
water governance. So, citizens need to understand how they are entangled with their water at certain
times and in certain places (i.e., context). They can gain this understanding by engaging with their own
stories and symbolic orders that deal with the historical contingencies of their relationship to water.
They can also become aware that these relationships can be shaped in dispute and that the future is
thus open. According to Swyngedouw, the re-politicization of water means that “it is important to
foreground division and exclusion, and to emphasize ‘the political act’ and a fidelity to a political
truth procedure that necessitates taking sides while aspiring to universalization. The latter refers
to a politicizing process whereby everybody is invited in (although by no means all will accept the
invitation)” [37]. The re-politicization of water raises the question of political power, with a view to
the transformation of real orders and the search for new symbolic orders. These new orders foster
meaningful political actions and social institutions to support them [37,38]. This implies that, alongside
scientific knowledge, other forms of knowledge can also become relevant for policy-making [61,86].
However, this cannot be about putting “science side-by-side with so-called ‘local’, ‘traditional’, or ‘folk’
knowledge in an implicitly hierarchical interdisciplinary pool [ . . . ], but, instead, to confront the
more ambitious challenge of encouraging the emergence of new kinds of hybrid knowledge and
practice–a synthesis beyond the individual parts–through extended participatory processes” (italics in
original) [61].
3. Narrative Water Ethics
The theoretical re-conception of the political in water governance requires an understanding of
the spatial and temporal dimensions of water, i.e., its context [15,17]. This includes (but is not limited
to) the abilities to acknowledge people’s experiences with their waters (beyond H2 O), to perceive the
plurality of different (contentious) cultural perspectives on water and the values and norms associated
with it, and, finally, to argue or quarrel about these values and norms. Academic ethics generally
regards the systematic exploration of values and norms, as expressed in different moral systems,
and the orientation towards reasoned action as its central tasks [36,54,87]. This also applies to water
ethics [19,88–90]. In narrative ethics, an approach within application-oriented ethics comes into focus
that explicitly regards itself as contextual ethics and claims a place between the exact description
of moral contexts of action and the prescription of rules of action. Narrative ethics deals with the
narrative structure of actions and the significance of narratives for actions [47,54].
3.1. Ethics and Morals
This paper distinguishes between ethics and morals. The academic literature uses both terms in
different ways. This is not really a problem as their scope and meaning have repeatedly changed in
the history of philosophy. For the purpose of this paper, it is not necessary to retrace their complex
and ambivalent genealogy [36,87]. It is important, though, that it becomes clear how they will be
used subsequently. In line with current moral-philosophical literature [36,54,87], I understand morals
as the entirety of convictions held by individuals or communities about which aims are desirable
(‘the good life’) or how they ought to act (‘right actions’). Consequently, morals relate to the evaluation
of actions by asking how we can live truly successful lives or what we are obligated to do [45,91,92].
As attitudes, motives, intuitions, norms, or institutions relate to actions in one way or another, they
are subject to morals too. From morals, I distinguish ethics understood as the systematic reflection
on the reasons why we ought to act in a particular way. Generally speaking, morals do not question
their own justification; rather, they are simply lived. In contrast, ethics asks for reasons of validity.
In daily life, people do this all the time. Academic ethics moves beyond this lifeworld reflection in
a more systematic and methodical way [45–47].
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3.2. The Ethical Relevance of Narrations
Narrative ethics argues that forms of ethics focusing on discursivity and argumentation remain
incomplete and cannot do justice to the complexities of moral questions within social contexts. As such,
it does not reject normative ethics’ search for claims to the validity of the reasons for our actions [47,54].
Yet narrative ethics insists that this alone cannot be enough, because this kind of ethical reflection lacks
the “historical and life-world depth of focus” [46]—or, in other words, context. Thus, narrative ethics
insists that narration is a necessary form of addressing moral questions.
Narratives refer to people’s experiences [43,47,53,54]. However, they do not simply depict
these experiences in a quasi-photorealistic way, but rather create or produce them in the first place.
According to Haker, events or the experienced in general become experience by being reflexively
reworked. In this respect, narrations play a central role by not only representing and articulating events,
but also ordering and interpreting them through their structure. Experiences are not simply shaped
by narrations; they also become accessible through them. Narrations configure events and event
elements into units of significance that are directed at someone and designed to convey meaning [46].
Thus, narrations are a medium for jointly exploring reality and making it communicatively available.
In this vein, narrations reflect systems of values and norms, but are also a medium in which moral
conflicts are staged [46,47,93,94]. They tell what is actually the case in a certain social context, and in
what way moral conflicts are treated and, perhaps, resolved. Since such narratives also deal with good
or right actions in social spaces, they are constitutive for the formation of the political [93,95]. As such,
narratives deal with and lend legitimacy to public action [56,57,94].
In this respect, it becomes clear that daily actions are always narratively structured in that they
are geared towards goals, have a temporal structure, refer to action contexts, and involve other
actors [46,47,93,94]: “actions and attitudes only become significant by means of their connection to the
biographies or life histories that, in turn, remain incomprehensible without their historical, cultural
and social contexts. Both dimensions can thus be viewed as ‘con-texts’ for the quasi-text of the action
itself” [47]. Actions thus reveal what a person or a group wants to be and how their intentions and
actions have been shaped (or disciplined) by these contexts. In this vein, actors are always ‘relatively
autonomous’ or as Haker explains: “Speaking of a narrative identity means reflecting upon the reflexive
structure of identity and the entanglement of the self in stories. What is impossible, then, is to regard
the moral self as an atomistic, individualistic, sovereign self–although it is not possible to rule out
autonomy altogether.” [47].
Re-theorizing the political involves the perception of various morally charged perspectives
on the world and the recognition and handling of emerging value conflicts. For an ethics that
intends to confront precisely these tasks, engagement with narrativity is crucial for three reasons [46].
First, ethics must recognize that and to what extent moral practice is linked to the experiences of
people acting in specific situations. Ethics refers to moral practice by reflecting on and analyzing the
actions of people and social institutions: “Theory and practice are necessarily intertwined in ethics,
and thus a reflection on the narrative structure of practice is inevitable” (own translation) [46]. Second,
ethics has to deal with the fragile status of judging [44,46,59], because not only moral action needs
ethical justification, but also ethical judgment, insofar as it is itself an action. Dealing with conflicts of
norms and values in contested contexts is a complex matter of judging individual action(s) as well as
the actor(s) involved [46,47,93]. Moral judgments are not simply argumentative in nature, referring
to the good life or the right actions; they are also interpretations of action situations. Thus, they are
prone to error in two respects: they can draw false normative conclusions or misinterpret a context
of action. Narrative ethics thus raises awareness that moral judgements make interpretations about
both individual actions and the contexts of action: Such judgements refer to the subjects of action,
whose motives and backgrounds they can never know completely, and to situations that need to be
interpreted, but could always be interpreted differently. Third, ethical theories come from somewhere,
i.e., they have a pedigree in space and time that needs to be recognized so that it does not become
a blind spot of ethical judgement. They have to be self-critical about their own implicit narratives.
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In summary, for the examination of narrativity, this implies that stories can change according to
context and perspective, but above all in the light of new experiences. Hence, both the generation of
meaning and the awareness of the contingency of this meaning produced qua narration are crucial for
understanding social contexts and the contested notions of the good life and the right actions.
3.3. Fictional Narratives
Works of fiction represent a particular kind of narrative [46,47,54,96]. Like real-life narratives,
they represent events and experiences and thereby constitute them. As compositions, both kinds
of narrations also have a rhetorical intention. However, they differ insofar as lifeworld narratives
are (mainly) committed to reality, while in fictional narratives—from stories, radio plays and movies
to modern forms of serial narrations provided by streaming services—actors, contexts, and moral
conflicts are a function of aesthetics. As works of art, they enjoy artistic freedom and are not obliged to
be a truthful representation of reality. At the same time, they have the potential, for example through
their narrative strategies, to depict the complexities of reality and the plurality of perspectives and
voices more appropriately than reports, or to unsettle their recipients’ perspectives on reality and
encourage criticism. With regard to fictional stories, narrative ethics questions both the moral conflicts
at the narrative level and how this fictional reality is shaped by narration. In this sense, fictions always
portray a different reality (in a format designed to be appealing), while repeatedly throwing recipients
back on their role as interpretive observers of that reality. In doing so, narrations can also intensify
the view of recipients for different readings of their own lifeworld [96,97]. Examples of fictional water
narratives will be discussed below.
3.4. Constituting Moral Judgements in Contexts
It is evident from the preceding that ethics, as the critical analysis of morals and the constitution
of moral judgements, cannot be reduced to a deductive sequence from principle to norm to
judgement [98,99]. Mieth emphasizes that although moral norms can be subsumed under an ethical
principle, they cannot be derived directly from this principle. In the academic literature, there is often
the misconception that moral judgements can be deduced from a universal criterion. Yet, for Mieth,
formulating judgments about how we should act always involves the ability to recognize and explain
existing norms and values and relate them to one another, the perception and interpretation of action
contexts, as well as experience and a combinatoric sense that brings together statements with normative
and evaluative character and a descriptive character in a moral judgment. For this purpose, he proposes
a conductive and iterative method that includes the following components [44,98]:

•

•

•

•

•

Hermeneutics of preconceptions: When dealing with moral questions, we never take a ‘view
from nowhere’; in other words, we all have our preconceptions and prejudices. Yet, while this
is inevitable, we can learn to perceive these biases and reduce their influence to a reflected and
tolerable level when dealing with a contested situation.
Knowledge of the relevant facts: When describing and reconstructing politically controversial
situations, there are always statements that either require empirical verification (or falsification)
or could be verified (or falsified).
Knowledge of ethically relevant meanings and corresponding valuation judgments:
Within scientific knowledge (production) and lifeworld discourses there are evaluative and
prescriptive statements that can be reconstructed and whose justification has to be examined.
Rationalization of alternatives: Potential alternative judgements about the relevance and
preference of knowledge and expertise as well as meanings, value orientations and obligations
need to be brought into the best possible state of argumentation.
Weighing up priorities: Seeking possible ethically sound and jointly acceptable courses of action
requires the development of criteria against which priorities can be weighed. This should be
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seen as an iterative process, because further values and new facts can lead to new relevance and
different judgements.
This conductive method builds on the practical syllogism that combines empirical-descriptive
and prescriptive premises in the constitution of moral judgements [44,54,98,100–102]. At the same
time, it highlights the fact that the analysis of narratives always has to do with moral judgements
and thus with the intimate relationship between described facts and events and the values and norms
that give these facts and events their meaning and relevance. So when confronting controversial
political situations, we also have to be aware of what is controversial in the first place: the factual
basis, the value basis, or the ways they are combined. Against this background, narrative ethics can be
considered an analytical tool, because it pays attention to what we encounter in controversial political
situations, and at the same time provides a constructive method for identifying ethically reflected and
collectively responsible paths of action [46,93–97].
4. Narrative Water Ethics and the Re-Theorization of the Political
The function of narrative water ethics can be illustrated by the sentence: ‘I want to tell you
a story!’ A speaker-subject (individual, collective) wishes to communicate and asks or demands the
attention of a listener-subject. The latter is confronted with the narrator’s (counter-)story, i.e., he or
she needs to deal with the narratively composed world of experience of this other subject and behave
critically towards it. It is the active confrontation with this Other, whose right to speak is respected,
and the search for a joint inter-esse, which according to Hannah Arendt emerges between them and is
shared by them [103]. In this sense, narratives draw attention to ethically exposed contexts, encourage
discussion with them, and challenge listeners to develop their own attitudes. In particular with
regard to socio-natures, narratives are able to express the manifold aspects of emotionally charged
human-environment relationships. Beyond that, they have the potential to give a voice to non-human
nature and to make its material effectiveness visible and comprehensible [56,58,95,104]. Consequently,
speaker- and listener-subjects establish among themselves what is actually the case.
Narrative water ethics thus understood refers to concrete persons, actions, geographies,
institutions, as well as value and norm systems and explores how these are all entangled in water
stories [15,16,43]. In doing so, we would not do justice to the depth of water as a reservoir of cultural
meanings if the analysis of these stories were to refer solely to literature, and in particular high
literature [13,16,28,70,71,105], as Böhme cautions: “The symbolic use of water has a formative effect
in superstition as well as in creation theology, in fountain culture as well as in baptism, in myth
and poetry, in adventure novels as well as in the sailor’s yarn, in folk-literary traditions as well as
meta-poetological narratives, in spontaneous dream images as in artificial water landscapes, in water
music as in fairy tales, in temple rituals and horticulture, in magic as in psychoanalysis, in sagas
about water monsters as in sacred texts about the dwelling of God in water” (own translation) [16].
Innumerable narrative formats thus deal with water; and often, water and its metaphors structure our
ways of thinking in the first place [42,106,107]. If we engage with narrative entanglements of people
with their waters, we need to become aware of this ontological plurality—in particular, if we aim to
make it productive for better water governance [28].
4.1. Connecting to People’s Experiences with Waters
Narrative water ethics recognizes people’s experiences with their waters and their desire to share
these experiences. Two examples working with narrative formats and narratives will be highlighted
hereafter. One is the project “The Reasons”, a format for public storytelling, which was developed
by a British research project aimed at bringing citizens of the Fenlands district in Cambridgeshire
(England) into conversation about possible shared water landscapes [108]. The Fenlands are partly
below sea level and require complex water management (even without the challenge of climate change).
The Reasons format is based on a traditional Italian dispute resolution mechanism that resembles
a court scene and has formalized roles. This format was adapted to the British context and modified
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to the extent that the focus was no longer on resolving a conflict but on starting a joint thinking
process, the result of which was the development of polyphonic narratives and the creation of water as
a shared inter-esse. Another example is quantitative story-telling [109]. This is a systematic approach
in the tradition of post-normal science that investigates the role of socially constructed ignorance in
evidence-based policymaking [110–112]. It focuses on other legitimate narratives besides the traditional
scientific perspective and integrating different representations of knowledge for decision-making.
For instance, the EU project MAGIC applies this perspective to narratives on future water security [113].
The project succeeds in anticipating possible water futures and in identifying and excluding unrealistic
narratives as technoscientific fantasies [109,114,115].
Both projects work in different ways with narratives and the idea that narratives are key to
understanding multiple water worlds. Beyond what they have achieved so far, engaging with narrative
ethics allows them to systematize emergent moral issues and grasp the normative implications of
narratives more consistently. Both projects thus open up public discourse on possible and desirable
water futures. On a more fundamental level, narrative water ethics can supplement social analyses
by making visible the point of view from which criticism is expressed—be it in the case of unjust
narratives of water security in the Water Energy Food Security Nexus [18] or racist symbolizations and
institutional configurations of water infrastructures [10,76].
4.2. Experiencing Otherness and Complexity
Narrative ethics takes on an additional critical function by providing spaces for experiences
of otherness and complexity. Literature is particularly capable of achieving this. In the following,
some literary texts will be highlighted as examples. Their selection is contingent and other examples
could also be chosen to make the point. Different authors invite us to take alternative views of water
and in this vein turn familiar images of political geography on their heads. A well-known example
is Roger Deakin’s Waterlog (2000), in which he reports on his experiences of swimming through all
the British waters and thereby encourages a new perspective on the role of water and water bodies
in public life [116]. In The Old Ways (2012), Robert Macfarlane invites us to think about the seas of
Northern Europe (the Atlantic Ocean, the Baltic Sea, the North Sea) as land and the land as water.
In this way, he is able to reveal centuries-old connections between people, regions, and cultural spaces,
which through a land-based political geography were previously marginalized and thus literally
vanished from view: “The sea has become the land, in that it is now the usual medium of transit: not
a barrier but corridor.” [117]. For these people and regions, water is their inter-esse in many ways.
Both texts encourage recipients to think in alternatives about and through water and to engage with
water’s agency.
A more profound reflection on our water worlds today might also begin by dealing with texts
from historical eras, which are very alien to us [118]. Stefan Hofer-Krucker Valderrama, for example,
deals with a text by the Swiss author Jeremias Gotthelf [119]. As pastor of the village of Lützelflüh,
Gotthelf was an eyewitness to the historic flood disaster of 1837 in the Swiss Emmental valley. He deals
with his traumatic experiences in “Die Wassernot im Emmental” (“Water Disaster in the Emmental
Valley”, own translation), which Hofer-Krucker Valderrama describes as a hybrid narrative. This text
is particularly interesting because it appears on the surface to be a typical penal theological text in
which a Protestant pastor views the floods as punishment for people’s sins. Hofer-Krucker Valderrama,
however, shows how Gotthelf ingeniously unites and correlates different forms of knowledge that are
crucial for the perception, the descriptive, narrative and documenting representation, as well as the
interpretation and classification of such an event. In addition to eyewitness accounts, Gotthelf’s own
observations and biblical references, the text also incorporates geographical knowledge, knowledge of
road and bridge construction, and regional myths relating to the natural world, such as the Legend of
the Emmen Serpent. The text thus achieves a high degree of complexity and polyphony in that different
forms of knowledge interact, overlap, complement and contradict each other. Gotthelf’s seemingly
simple religious narrative reveals moral fault lines around the appropriate forms of possible, better
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water worlds and their institutional configurations. Traditional views interfere with emerging notions
of social and political responsibility for preventing such disasters and mitigating their consequences.
Ancient myths and their persistence into the present day can challenge dominant narratives
about water worlds and invite us to engage with experiences of otherness and social distortions in
human-water relationships. A particularly appealing example of this is the Dutch water-wolf. This is
an animalization, i.e., the description of non-living phenomena such as geographical characteristics
using traits assigned to certain animals, in this case the wolf. The geological phenomenon is from
the Netherlands and refers “to the tendency of lakes in low lying peaty land, sometimes previously
worn-down by men digging peat for fuel, to enlarge or expand by flooding, thus eroding the lake shores,
and potentially causing harm to infrastructure or death” [120]. A particular case is the Haarlemmermeer,
which today is a polder in the southwest of Amsterdam. Around 1500, poorly constructed dikes and
the extraction of peat led to four lakes at this location being combined into one—the Haarlemmermeer.
At the time, it was the largest lake in the Netherlands. Its subsequent expansion resulted in the
destruction of several villages and threatened to flood the cities of Leiden and Amsterdam, prompting
the Dutch government to undertake to drain the lake in the mid-nineteenth century.
Figure 1 shows the battle of the Dutch lion against the frightening water-wolf. Draining the lake
finally eliminated the hazards of flooding and created new land in the densely populated Netherlands.
However, comparable to the extinction of the wolf in order to ‘free’ Europe’s landscapes for large-scale
sheep farming, the extinction of the water-wolf is a narrative of the victory of industrial man over
water, as is reported, for instance, on the website of Cruquius Museum dedicated to the draining of
the Haarlemmermeer: It “tells about the age-old Dutch battle against the water. The reclamation of
Haarlemmermeer by means of steam power marked the breakthrough of the Industrial Revolution
in the Netherlands” [121]. Meanwhile, this narrative conceals the considerable human suffering and
strife caused by the fact that the people who lived off and with water (fishermen, traders, ferrymen)
lost their livelihoods. The story of the water-wolf is thus a story told by victors. Against this backdrop,
the narrative confronts us with a problematic narrative agency, while familiarizing us with moral
complexities, as changes in hydrosocial cycles are politically and morally never neutral [23]. In this
respect, the water-wolf invites us on the content level, to confront complex socio-ethical conflicts and on
the formal level, to engage with the narratives of industrial modernity. The fact that Schiphol Airport,
Europe’s third busiest airport, is located in Haarlemmermeer adds a special note to this example.
In the face of rising sea levels due to climate change, the Netherlands are once again facing an upheaval
of its hydrosocial cycles. Just as the real wolf is returning to Central Europe, the water-wolf might also
be making a comeback. Thus, an old myth might be resurrected—and thereby trigger an old political
debate about desirable water worlds.
The narratives that are constitutive for water research and determine how water is appropriately
studied constitute another interesting and significant object for narrative water ethics. The emergence
of ‘modern water’ [21,22] can be regarded as such an example in case. Jeremy Schmidt contradicts
Linton’s narrative tracing the emergence of modern water from a specific historical U.S. context, which
thus establishes a specific problem description and research agenda [122–124]. Schmidt, in contrast,
puts forward the notion of ‘normal water’, i.e., “a program for bringing water’s social and evolutionary
possibilities into the service of liberal forms of life” [123]. Against the background of this controversy,
narrative water ethics can take on different perspectives. It could examine how both authors first
construct the moral situation of their respective narratives, each of which deals with how people
organize relationships with their water. Second, the question arises as to how these narratives
developed into reference points for researchers that contain statements about good and correct water
research and thus define inclusion and exclusion relationships. Third, these stories produce moral
claims for alternative water policies. Finally, water ethics may have a mediating role, as it seems that
both authors share the view of water’s social embedding, despite differences in the interpretation
of the historical situation. This case reveals that and how narrative ethics is also an ethics of science
(cf. also the examples in Section 4.1).
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Figure 1. The battle of the Dutch lion against the water-wolf as an allegory of the battle of the Dutch
against the water [120].
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are actually in the political discourse or which ones are missing; what particular values mean and
how this meaning changes when these values come into contact with other values; and, finally, how
this value hermeneutics can be translated into political courses of action within the framework of
justice [11,19,32]. Since value debates are low-threshold entries into ethical debates and inherently
associated with experiences that have led to these values, such water governance invites everyone to
participate in the debate [37]. These locally adapted understandings of water governance are far better
equipped to make the political in water governance visible and concrete, i.e., by inviting everyone to
disagree about the multitude of legitimate perspectives on possible and desirable water futures. In this
understanding, there is a thin universal ethical claim behind this approach [126].
5. Grasping the Political in Water Governance
This paper elaborated how narrative water ethics contributes to re-theorizing the political
in water governance by making the inherent political visible, concrete and productive for social
deliberations. It advanced two claims. First, the question of the political in water governance is not
about a re-politicization of a previously apolitical field, but rather about consistently confronting
the always present political and searching for public debates over present and future water worlds.
Second, engaging with the narrative structure of human-water relationships enhances these debates
and supports the reflexivity of people’s deliberations on possible and desirable water futures. To this
end, the paper suggested using the potential of narrative ethics for water governance. In particular,
the paper was concerned with recognizing water stories as the structured experience of people with
their own waters and grasping their content (interpretations of reality, norms, and value systems).
These stories have the ability to represent complex situations and contradictions by integrating and
composing different worldviews. This results in hybridized forms of knowledge that enable people to
reflect on their relationship to their waters and act together to create their water worlds.
This paper presented a conceptual proposal whose potentials need to be developed in different
directions. One might ask how narrative water ethics extends existing research questions and political
options for action or opens up new ones. The approach also needs to be further elaborated with regard
to the question of how it relates to conceptions of the political [38]. Probably, an approach emphasizing
the value of plural perspectives on water worlds is closer to agonistic than to antagonistic conceptions.
Another theoretical challenge relates to the subjects narrative ethics envisages, for each theory has
an implicit understanding of actors and appropriate actions [65,79]. In this respect, McNay accuses
radical democratic or narrative political theories of a “socially weightless mode of theorizing that
forecloses a developed account of social power” and of ignoring “patterns and particularities of the
lived reality of oppression” [127]. This criticism goes deep. However, narrative ethics is well aware
of this problem and can make it its task to mediate in this respect [128]. There are ethical challenges,
too, because narrative ethics is an explicitly contextual approach. The ethical questions dealt with in
this context would have to be related to universal debates such as the human right to water or water
justice [12,32,126]. In this respect, there are mutual reservations between relativistic and universalistic
ethical approaches [129–131]. Narrative ethics is able to mediate between contextual approaches and
notions of a thin universalism. Finally, there remains the broad question of which formats can be used
to integrate narrative water ethics into deliberations on which possible and desirable water futures
certain governance approaches should be oriented to [131].
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